
STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000A MODIFICATION OF THE TSENG-JAN GROUP SIGNATURESCHEMECONSTANTIN POPESCUAbstrat. In this paper we present a modi�ation of the Tseng-Jan groupsignature sheme [18℄. Our sheme appears to be seure in omparation withthe Tseng-Jan group signature sheme. The proposed sheme is based onthe e-th root problem and the disrete logarithm problem. Keywords: Groupsignature, identity, membership erti�ate.1. IntrodutionGroup signatures allow individual members of a group to sign messages onbehalf of the group while remaining anonymous. Furthermore, in ase of disputeslater a trusted authority, who is given some auxiliary information, an identifythe signer. The onept of group signatures was introdued by Chaum and vanHeyst [4℄. Their shemes have been improved by L. Chen and T. Pedersen [5℄,who �rst use a Shoenmaker's protool [17℄ to hide a signer's identity. Also, H.Petersen suggested a general method to onvert any ordinary digital signatureinto a group signature sheme [15℄. Petersen's method ombines the Stadler'sveri�able enryption of disrete logarithm [18℄ and the Shoenmaker's protool. J.Camenish and M. Stadler presented the �rst group signature sheme whose publikey and signatures have length independent of the number of group members ofone group [2℄, but this isn't independent of the number of groups. Many groupsignature shemes have been presented [3℄, [7℄, [8℄, [12℄, [13℄, [14℄, [16℄. In [19℄,Tseng and Jan proposed a group signature sheme, but this was broken in [9℄ and[10℄. In [9℄, M. Joye, S. Kim and N. Lee showed that the Tseng-Jan sheme isuniversally forgeable, that is, anyone is able to produe a valid group signature onan arbitrary message. In [10℄, M. Joye showed that the group signature shemeproposed by Tseng-Jan is not oalition-resistant: two group members an produeuntraeable group signatures.In this paper we present a modi�ation of the Tseng-Jan group signature sheme[19℄. Our sheme appears to be seure in omparation with the Tseng-Jan group2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 94A60.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. D.4.6. [Software℄: Operating Systems { Seurityand Protetion; 36



A MODIFICATION OF THE TSENG-JAN GROUP SIGNATURE SCHEME 37signature sheme. The proposed sheme is based on the e-th root problem and thedisrete logarithm problem. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.In Setion 2, we review the sheme proposed by Tseng and Jan. In Setion 3our sheme is desribed. In Setion 4 some seurity onsiderations are given and�nally, Setion 5 onludes with the results of the paper.2. Tseng-Jan Group Signature ShemeIn this setion, we give a short desription of the Tseng-Jan group signaturesheme and refer to the original paper [19℄ for more details. The sheme involvefour parties: a trusted authority, the group authority, the group members, andveri�ers. The trusted authority ats as a third helper to setup the system param-eters. The group authority selets the group publi/seret keys. He (jointly withthe trusted authority) issues membership erti�ates to new users who wish to jointhe group. In ase of disputes, opens the ontentious group signatures to revealthe identity of the atual signer. Finally, group members anonymously sign ongroup's behalf using their membership erti�ates and veri�ers hek the validityof the group signatures using the group publi key.In order to set up the system, a trusted authority selets two large prime num-bers p1 (� 3 mod 8) and p2 (� 7 mod 8) suh that (p1 � 1) =2 and (p2 � 1) =2 aresmooth, odd and o-prime [11℄. Let N = p1p2. The trusted authority also de-�nes e; d; v; t satisfying ed � 1 (mod ' (N)) and vt � 1 (mod ' (N)), selets gof large order in Z�N, and omputes F = gv (mod N). Moreover, the groupauthority hooses a seret key x and omputes the orresponding publi keyy = F x (modN). The publi parameters are (N; e; g; F; y). The seret param-eters are (p1; p2; d; v; t; x).When a user Ui (with identity information Di ) wants to join the group, thetrusted authority omputessi = et logg IDi (mod ' (N))where IDi = Di or IDi = 2Di aording to (Di j N) = 1 or (Di j N) = �1, andthe group authority omputes xi = IDxi (mod N) .The user membership erti�ate is the pair (si; xi). To sign a messageM , the userUi (with erti�ate (si; xi)) hooses two random numbers r1 and r2 and omputesA = yr1 (mod N)B = yr2e (mod N)C = si + r1h (M k A k B) + r2eD = xiyr2h(MkAkB) (mod N)where h (�) is a publily known hash funtion. The group signature on messageM is given by the tuple (A;B;C;D). The validity of this signature an then be



38 CONSTANTIN POPESCUveri�ed by heking whetherDeAh(MkAkB)B � yCBh(MkAkB) (mod N) .Finally, in ase of disputes, the group authority an open the signature toreover who issued it by heking whih identity IDi satis�esIDxei � DeB�h(MkAkB) (mod N) .3. Our Group Signature ShemeThis setion desribes the proposed group signature sheme, whih is spei-�ed by the key generation, signing messages, veri�ation signatures and openingsignatures.3.1. Key Generation. Our sheme onsists of four kinds of partiipants: atrusted enter who setup the system parameters, a group authority who issuesmembership erti�ates to new users who wish to join the group and identi�esa signer, a signer for issuing group signatures and a reeiver for verifying themusing the group publi key.A trusted enter selets two large primes p1, p2 as in [19℄. Let n = p1p2. Thetrusted enter also selets a large integer e (160 bits) with gd (e; ' (n)) = 1 andselets g of large order in Z�n, where Zn is the integer ring. The group authorityhooses a seret key x and omputes the orresponding publi key y = gx (mod n).The publi parameters are (n; e; g; y) and the seret parameters are (p1; p2; x). LetIDi 2 Zn be an identity information of a user Ui. Finally, let h be a ollision-resistant hash funtion. Suppose now that a user wants to join the group. Weassume that ommuniation between the user and the trusted enter (between theuser and the group authority) is seure, i.e., private and authenti.When a user Ui wants to join the group, the trusted enter omputessi = ID 1ei (mod n)and the group authority omputesxi = (IDi + eg)x (mod n) .The user membership erti�ate is the pair (si; xi).3.2. Signing Messages. To sign a message M , the user Ui, with erti�ate(si; xi), hooses two random numbers r1 and r2 and omputesA = yr2e (mod n)B = xiysi+r1 (mod n)C = xiyr2 (mod n)D = sih (M k A) + r1h (M k A) .



A MODIFICATION OF THE TSENG-JAN GROUP SIGNATURE SCHEME 39The symbol k denotes the onatenation of two binary strings (or of the binaryrepresentation of group elements and integers). The group signature on messageM is given by the tuple (A;B;C;D).3.3. Veri�ation Signatures. The validity of this signature an then be veri�edby heking whetherCeh(MkA)yeD � Beh(MkA)Ah(MkA) (mod n) .If this equation holds, he aepts the signature (A;B;C;D), otherwise it is rejeted.3.4. Opening Signatures. Finally, in ase of disputes, the group authority anopen the signature to reover who issued it by heking whih identity IDi satis�es(IDi + eg)xe � CeA�1 (mod n) .4. Seurity ConsiderationsA reeiver, a group authority and a trusted enter, who have no membershiperti�ate (si; xi) of a user Ui, an not generate a group signature. Trusted enterknows si, but he an not determine xi, beause only the group authority knowsthe seret key x. The group authority knows xi, but he an not determine si,beause only the trusted enter knows the e-th root of IDi.Given a group signature (A;B;C;D), identifying the atual signer is omputa-tionally hard for every one but the group authority.Sine no one knows whih pair(si; xi) orresponds to whih group member, anonymity is guaranteed.Deiding whether two di�erent signatures are omputed by the same groupmember is omputationally hard. The problem of linking two signatures (A;B;C;D)and (A0; B0; C 0; D0) redues to looking if either si or xi is ommon to the two tu-ples. This is however impossible under Deisional DiÆe-Hellman Assumption (see[1℄, [6℄).Trusted enter and a reeiver an not determine a signer of the group signature,beause only the group authority knows the seret key x. If p1 and p2 are suÆ-iently large, even trusted enter an not get x from the publi key y. Therefore,an adversary an not forge our group signature sheme on an arbitrary messageM . 5. ConlusionsThis paper has presented a modi�ation of the Tseng-Jan group signaturesheme proposed in [19℄. Our sheme appears to be seure in omparation with theTseng-Jan group signature sheme. The seurity of the proposed sheme dependson the e-th root problem and the disrete logarithm problem.
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